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Paula Macedo <pmacedo@contracostamosquito.com>

Public Comment
B Rago <brago@sbcglobal.net>
To: "pmacedo@contracostamosquito.com" <pmacedo@contracostamosquito.com>

Sun, Aug 8, 2021 at 5:00 PM

Comment on Board of Trustees Special Meeting Scheduled for Monday August 9, 2021, 7:00PM

Agenda Item 3 A
Public Hearing to Consider Abatement of nuisance on property located at or near: 8650 Byron Highway,
Brentwood, CA 94513: Contra Costa County Assessor’s parcel Number 020-180-049

My name is Basil Rago. I am the owner of the property located at 8650 Byron Highway Brentwood California.

I am responding to the “Notice of Nuisance Abatement and Hearing” that was served on 7/28/21 and to the
FEDEX delivery of the proposed Resolution 21-3.

The Notice mentions 2 reason for the hearing:
1. I did not respond to correspondence mailed to me on October 1, 2020.
2.

That field contacts in the ensuing months did not alleviate the problem.

With regards to the correspondence sent to me, I simply never received it and was not aware of it. If I had, I
certainly would have responded, and hopefully we would not have gotten to this point.

With regards to the field contacts not alleviating the problem.
When I first purchased the property a little over 2 years ago it was apparent that there was a huge mosquito
problem. At that time, I contacted the District and worked with a field person named Jeremy (I did not get his
last name)

I do not live at the property, but in the beginning, I was at the property several times a week. Each time we
irrigated, I would call Jeremy to notify him. He would come out and usually treat the standing water in the
ditches running alongside the Byron Highway. He would also put fish in the water troughs.

Since Covid-19 hit I have not been able to travel, and have not been able to get to the property very often.
I leave the day to day operations to my daughter, who lives on the property, and to a full-time worker who
schedules and carries out the irrigation process. They have been working closely with 2 other District field
contacts. First with Olivia and now with Maya.
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The worker has made several changes in the irrigation practices to alleviate the mosquito problem.
He now irrigates smaller portions of the property for a shorter period of time, instead of irrigating the entire
property all at once. This gives us better control of the runoff to prevent or minimize water accumulating in the
drainage ditch along Byron Highway.
He has also been filling in the low spots and/or trenching where ponding occurs to either prevent ponding or
drain any ponding that may occur.

These changes have made a huge difference. We irrigated last week on August 2nd.
Maya came out and determined that no treatment was necessary. She returned the next day to find that there
was no ponding and the fields were dry.

In summary, because the reasons stated above have made such a major improvement, to the point of not
requiring any treatment the last time we irrigated, I am requesting that the Board not approve the resolution.

Instead, I am suggesting that we should continue coordinating with the District. We will continue to notify them
of our irrigation schedule, and continue to control ponding, and work with them on any other changes they may
suggest in the future.

Basil Rago
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